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INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 1 (B1)



Activity group(s): 6 Number of exercises: 757



Information by Phone (15 activity (ies) 01:23:23) Keywords [14 word(s)] to appreciate (v.) branch brochure catalog contact info customer to deliver (v.) information local to mail (v.) merchandise to order (v.) product to put through



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, H and H Supplies. Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. Could I speak to the Customer Service Department?



2



I'll put you through. I'll put you through. I'll put you through.



2 2 2



This is Angela in Customer Service. How can I help you? 3



I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products.
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3



What would you like to know? 4 4 4



Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone?



4



Yes, we work 24 hours a day and we're open 7 days a week. Could you send me your catalog? I would like a catalog, please. Can you mail me a brochure?



5



Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego?



No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego.



7



Yes. Yes. Yes.



8 8 8



7 7



Your local branch is in Los Angeles. And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? You deliver any day of the week?



8



6 6 6



Yes, of course. Yes, of course.



Do you have any other questions? Yes, is San Diego my local branch?



7



5 5 5



I don't have any of your contact information. May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info?



6



Sure! Sure! Sure!



May I help you with anything else? 9 9 9



I don't think so, no. No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions.
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9



O.K., sir. Have a nice day! You, too. Thank you very much. I appreciate your help, thank you.



Word Pronunciation [14 word(s)] to appreciate branch brochure catalog contact info customer to deliver information local to mail merchandise to order product to put through



Sentence Pronunciation [27 sentence(s)] Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. Could I speak to the Customer Service Department? I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products. Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone? Could you send me your catalog? I would like a catalog, please. Can you mail me a brochure? I'll fax you the contact information. Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info? Yes, is San Diego my local branch? Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego? And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? You deliver any day of the week? I don't think so, no. No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions. You, too. Thank you very much. I appreciate your help, thank you.
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a catalog a branch an office a week a company



2 Customer Service products catalogs brochures weeks



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, H and H Supplies. Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. Could I speak to the Customer Service Department?



2



I'll put you through. I'll put you through. I'll put you through.



2 2 2



This is Angela in Customer Service. How can I help you? I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products.



3



3 3 3



What would you like to know? 4 4 4



Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone?
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4



Yes, we work 24 hours a day and we're open 7 days a week. Could you send me your catalog? I would like a catalog, please. Can you mail me a brochure?



5



Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego?



No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego.



7



Yes. Yes. Yes.



8 8 8



7



May I help you with anything else? 9 9 9



I don't think so, no. No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions.



9



7



Your local branch is in Los Angeles. And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? You deliver any day of the week?



8



6 6 6



Yes, of course. Yes, of course.



Do you have any other questions? Yes, is San Diego my local branch?



7



5 5 5



I don't have any of your contact information. May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info?



6



Sure! Sure! Sure!



O.K., sir. Have a nice day! You, too. Thank you very much. I appreciate your help, thank you.
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The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



May I fax you the contact information? order take think



2



Can I order your products by phone? deliver email fax



3



Do you deliver 7 days a week? take have put



4



I will put you through. order email deliver



5



I appreciate your help. thank please fax



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to put through to ask to send



to connect to request to ship



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Some' - 'Any'
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2



'May' - 'Might'
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (some/a) traffic



2



some traffic



(some/a) catalog



a catalog



(some/an) information



some information



(some/a) brochure



a brochure



(some/an) equipment



some equipment



(some/a) money



some money



(some/an) office



an office



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a question



some questions



a catalog



some catalogs



a fax



some faxes



a brochure



some brochures



an office



some offices



a branch



some branches



a product



some products



'Some' - 'Any'
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: some questions



a question



some departments



a department



some catalogs



a catalog



some phones



a phone



some details



a detail



some faxes



a fax



some brochures



a brochure



Definite and indefinite articles



Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Can I fax you the contact information?



May I fax you the contact information?



Can I have Customer Service?



May I have Customer Service?



Can I order your products by phone?



May I order your products by phone?



Can I email you the registration form?



May I email you the registration form?



'May' - 'Might'



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: May I fax you the contact information?



Can I fax you the contact information?



May I ask you some questions?



Can I ask you some questions?



May I help you with anything else?



Can I help you with anything else?



May I have a brochure?



Can I have a brochure?



Modal auxiliaries
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He has some information.



Does he have any information?



She has some catalogs.



Does she have any catalogs?



They want some products.



Do they want any products?



We have some brochures.



Do we have any brochures?



'Some' - 'Any'



4



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Does he have any information?



He has some information.



Would they like any information?



They would like some information.



Does she have any questions?



She has some questions.



Does he have any products?



He has some products.



'Some' - 'Any'



5



Make the following sentences negative. Example: We have some branches in San Diego.



We don't have any branches in San Diego.



I have some catalogs.



I don't have any catalogs. I do not have any catalogs.



He has some questions about ordering products.



He doesn't have any questions about ordering products. He does not have any questions about ordering products.



They have some brochures on the new product.



They don't have any brochures on the new product. They do not have any brochures on the new product.



'Some' - 'Any'
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I have (some / any) questions about ordering products.



I have some questions about ordering products.



We don't have (some / any) branches in San Diego.



We don't have any branches in San Diego. We do not have any branches in San Diego.



I would like (some / any) information about ordering products.



I would like some information about ordering products. I'd like some information about ordering products.



Do you deliver (some / any) day of the week?



Do you deliver any day of the week?



'Some' - 'Any'



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



Customer Service. Information. Phone orders. Merchandise. A catalog. A brochure.



2



1 2 3 4 5



To fax the information. To email. Local branch. To deliver. Contact info.



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, H and H Supplies. Hello, is this Customer Service? I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department. Could I speak to the Customer Service Department? Fine, we'll be there at a quarter to nine. No, I don't have anything else to ask. How many stands are there this year? Yes, there were lots of companies there. I think there'll be 12 of us.
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2 2 2



About 100.
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2



This is Angela in Customer Service. How can I help you? 3



I would like some information about ordering your products. Can I ask you some questions about ordering your products? Yes, I have some questions about ordering your products. Fine, we'll be there at a quarter to nine. O.K., there will just be 10 of us, then! There are currently 10 in our group. Yes, I'll fax to confirm. There was an excellent seminar last year.



3



4 4 4



O.K.



Yes, we work 24 hours a day and we're open 7 days a week. Could you send me your catalog? I would like a catalog, please. Can you mail me a brochure? No, there wasn't time last year. Catona Computers in Germany. Hello, is this Customer Service? I don't think so, no. Sure, I will fax to confirm this afternoon.



5



3



What would you like to know? Can I order by phone? Do you take phone orders? Is it possible to order your merchandise by phone? Yes, there were lots of companies there. You, too. Catona Computers in Germany. Fine, we'll be there at a quarter to nine. There are currently 10 in our group.



4



3



Sure! Sure! Sure!



5 5 5



O.K. I'll put you through.



I don't have any of your contact information. May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. Can I email you the contact information? May I fax you the contact info? Altogether there will be 15 of us. O.K., we'll arrive at 9:15. O.K., there will just be 10 of us, then! There was an excellent seminar last year. I'd like to speak to the Customer Service Department.
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Yes, of course. Yes, of course.



I'll put you through.
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6



Do you have any other questions? Yes, is San Diego my local branch? Is San Diego my local office? Do you have a branch in San Diego? There are currently 10 in our group. Great, I'll be back at the hotel by quarter to seven. Catona Computers in Germany. I will fax to confirm the registration. Yes, there were lots of companies there.



7



7 7



O.K.



Yes. Yes. Yes. O.K.



8 8 8



O.K. O.K.



May I help you with anything else? I don't think so, no. No, I don't have anything else to ask. Thanks, but I don't have any other questions. Hello, is this Customer Service? There was an excellent seminar last year. Powervex in Great Britain. Yes, there were lots of companies there. Catona Computers in Germany.



9



7



Your local branch is in Los Angeles. And, do you deliver 7 days a week? Do you deliver any day of the week? You deliver any day of the week? Powervex in Great Britain. No, there wasn't time last year. Catona Computers in Germany. I represent Quickyear in China. Altogether there will be 15 of us.



8



No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego. No, we don't have any branches in San Diego.



9 9 9 I'll put you through. O.K. O.K.



O.K., sir. Have a nice day! You, too. Thank you very much. I appreciate your help, thank you. There are currently 10 in our group. Catona Computers in Germany. No, there wasn't time last year. Powervex in Great Britain. I represent Quickyear in China.
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Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



Days in a week. seven



2



Hours in a day. twenty-four



Helpful Contacts (18 activity (ies) 01:58:05) Keywords [15 word(s)] to agree on amount brand name contact convenient data management figure forecast to lack (v.) network PC (personal computer) to provide (v.) spreadsheet supplier trademark



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You're luckier with the second contact. He seems to be nicer: "Office automation is a large field, you know!" Could you give me some figures? What about word processing? What is your purchase volume?



2



2 4 2



We must spend around $1 million on the whole, but it covers various fields. You have to tell me which categories. 4 3 5



What about word processing? What are the main categories? Let's talk about spreadsheets.
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3



Word processing, spreadsheets, networks... 4 5 6



What about word processing? Tell me about the spreadsheets. Let's talk about networks.



4



For word processing, the total amount is around $300,000. Do you need more figures? What about spreadsheets? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine.



5



5 6 7



For spreadsheets, the total amount is around $100,000. Do you need more figures? What about word processing? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine.



6



4 6 7



For networks, the amount is around $30,000. Do you need more figures? What about the spreadsheets? Let's talk about word processing. No, that's fine.



7



Do you have all the necessary figures? What are your purchase forecasts? Yes, thank you. Could I meet with you?



8



5 4 7



Well, about a 10% increase for next year. Goodbye! And... Good luck!



11 11 8



Yes, of course. Which day is convenient for you? 9 9



How about Thursday? Shall we say Wednesday?
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9



Next week? 11 11 10



That's fine. No problem! If that's convenient for you.



10



About what time? 9 o'clock. 11 o'clock. Early afternoon.



11



You are improving; your third contact knows nothing about this subject: "What do you mean by office automation products?" Equipment for office work. Word processing, for instance. You don't know anything about it at all?



12



8. Yes, quite often. No, not for the moment.



13 13 13



No, not one. 2. I have no idea.



14 14 14



We also have calculators in the accounting department. Not one computer? How many calculators do you have? Which brand?



14



No, not at all.



12 12 14



But I only have some old PCs! And how many PCs do you have? Do you use them very often? Would you replace them?



13



11 11 11



"Excuse me, I have another phone call. Goodbye!" Tough luck! The 4th person on the list wants to buy some equipment: "Do you sell computers?" Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. No, I don't.
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15



Could you recommend some serious suppliers? 16 16 16



I will find out. Let me think about it. Hold on a minute.



16



You find someone who can give him the information. Your contact is waiting for an answer. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. Somebody will help you. I'll switch you to another extension.



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



Word Pronunciation [15 word(s)] to agree on amount brand name contact convenient data management figure forecast to lack network PC (personal computer) to provide spreadsheet supplier trademark



Sentence Pronunciation [46 sentence(s)] Could you give me some figures? What about word processing? What is your purchase volume? What about word processing? What are the main categories? Let's talk about spreadsheets. What about word processing? Tell me about the spreadsheets. Let's talk about networks. What about spreadsheets? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine. What about word processing? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine. What about the spreadsheets? Let's talk about word processing. No, that's fine. What are your purchase forecasts? Yes, thank you.
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Could I meet with you? How about Thursday? Shall we say Wednesday? That's fine. No problem! If that's convenient for you. 9 o'clock. 11 o'clock. Early afternoon. Equipment for office work. Word processing, for instance. You don't know anything about it at all? And how many PCs do you have? Do you use them very often? Would you replace them? Not one computer? How many calculators do you have? Which brand? Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. No, I don't. I will find out. Let me think about it. Hold on a minute. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. Somebody will help you. I'll switch you to another extension.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1 spend rescue safeguard withhold protect enclose



2 think unfold type forget reduce encourage
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3 buy hire auction rent borrow sell



4 help hope prevent frustrate oppose impress



5 a spreadsheet a speech a crossword a label a script a map



6 a figure a picture a photo a sign a logo a comment



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You're luckier with the second contact. He seems to be nicer: "Office automation is a large field, you know!" Could you give me some figures? What about word processing? What is your purchase volume?
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2



We must spend around $1 million on the whole, but it covers various fields. You have to tell me which categories. What about word processing? What are the main categories? Let's talk about spreadsheets.



3



4 3 5



Word processing, spreadsheets, networks... 4 5 6



What about word processing? Tell me about the spreadsheets. Let's talk about networks.



4



For word processing, the total amount is around $300,000. Do you need more figures? 5 6 7



What about spreadsheets? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine.



5



For spreadsheets, the total amount is around $100,000. Do you need more figures? 4 6 7



What about word processing? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine.



6



For networks, the amount is around $30,000. Do you need more figures? 5 4 7



What about the spreadsheets? Let's talk about word processing. No, that's fine.



7



Do you have all the necessary figures? What are your purchase forecasts? Yes, thank you. Could I meet with you?
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11 11 8



8



Yes, of course. Which day is convenient for you? 9 9



How about Thursday? Shall we say Wednesday?



9



Next week? 11 11 10



That's fine. No problem! If that's convenient for you.



10



About what time? 11 11 11



9 o'clock. 11 o'clock. Early afternoon.



11



You are improving; your third contact knows nothing about this subject: "What do you mean by office automation products?" Equipment for office work. Word processing, for instance. You don't know anything about it at all?



12



8. Yes, quite often. No, not for the moment.



13 13 13



No, not one. 2. I have no idea.



14 14 14



But I only have some old PCs! And how many PCs do you have? Do you use them very often? Would you replace them?



13



No, not at all.



12 12 14



We also have calculators in the accounting department. Not one computer? How many calculators do you have? Which brand?
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14



"Excuse me, I have another phone call. Goodbye!" Tough luck! The 4th person on the list wants to buy some equipment: "Do you sell computers?" Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. No, I don't.



15



15 15



Could you recommend some serious suppliers? I will find out. Let me think about it. Hold on a minute.



16



16 16 16



You find someone who can give him the information. Your contact is waiting for an answer. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. Somebody will help you. I'll switch you to another extension.



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



So long is another way of saying goodbye. How are you Greetings My condolences Go to bed



2



Figures are totals, numbers, amounts or other values. Sizes Contours Physiques Permissions Bank tellers



3



Word processing involves writing documents on your computer. Spreadsheets Networks Panicking Telling stories Lecturing



4



To forecast means to tell in advance what's going to happen. concentrate take roll use crayons display regulate



5



Information is the same as knowledge or facts. Misunderstanding Flirtation Construction Enchantment Recognition
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Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. sales busy single clear convenient



purchases free several confused unsuitable



Phonetics Exercise [7 phoneme(s)]



aw



now



about around how



out



f



phone office fine figures forecasts often



D



them the there that's another



d



day conducting standard word don't brand find



Q



shall spreadsheets automation



s



processing networks instance start course sir



z



please categories Wednesday use



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Shall'
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2



'To let'



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: some of the advice (to help)



some of the advice helps



any of the spreadsheets (to be)



any of the spreadsheets are



some of the figures (to do)



some of the figures do



most of the time (to be)



most of the time is



all of the networks (to break down)



all of the networks break down



none of the products (to work)



none of the products work



most of these questions (to seek)



most of these questions seek



'Some,' 'any': singular or plural?
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Demonstratives
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [3 exercises] 1



I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. I'll switch you to another extension. He knows nothing about this subject. I'm only conducting a survey. You're luckier with the second contact. We must spend around one million dollars.



2



Do I have to contact them all in a single day? What are your standard purchases? The total amount is around $300,000. Do you have all the necessary figures? Could you recommend some reliable suppliers?



3



Denton Company, good morning . Lee speaking . No problem . Hold on a minute ! I have no idea.



Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He conducts a market survey. (they)



They let him conduct a market survey.



She works from home. (they)



They let her work from home.



She phones in the results. (they)



They let her phone in the results.



She talks to Mr. Lee. (they)



They let her talk to Mr. Lee.



'To let'



Object pronouns
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He conducts a market survey. (they) They talk to him personally. (his secretary)



His secretary let them talk to him personally.



We recorded the conversation. (she)



She let us record the conversation.



You purchase a lot of equipment. (they)



They let you purchase a lot of equipment.



'To let'



3



Object pronouns



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He conducts a market survey. (they)



They let him conduct a market survey.



I talked about the networks. (he)



He let me talk about the networks.



He had the necessary figures. (I)



I let him have the necessary figures.



They went over budget. (we)



We let them go over budget.



'To let'



4



They let him conduct a market survey.



The main postpositions



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Let's call Mr. Lindt.



Shall we call Mr. Lindt?



Let's give them their answer.



Shall we give them their answer?



Let's conduct a survey.



Shall we conduct a survey?



Let's think it over.



Shall we think it over?



'Shall'



Modal auxiliaries
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Transitive and intransitive verbs



The main postpositions
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5



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Let's call Mr. Lindt. Let me help you out.



Shall I help you out?



Let me get the other line.



Shall I get the other line?



Let me find out for you.



Shall I find out for you?



'Shall'



6



Shall we call Mr. Lindt?



Modal auxiliaries



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Let's call Mr. Lindt.



Shall we call Mr. Lindt?



Let me send you the information.



Shall I send you the information?



Let's say tomorrow at four.



Shall we say tomorrow at four?



Let me answer your question.



Shall I answer your question?



'Shall'



Modal auxiliaries



Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



You call back that afternoon. May I speak to the director, please? One moment, I'll put you through directly. This is Mrs. Thomas, calling about the survey. Oh yes, I think we should meet next week. Wonderful, I can see you on Tuesday. The main postpositions 'May' - 'Might' Modal auxiliaries Verbs without a continuous form 'Next' - 'The next' Dates



Word Order with speech recognition [10 exercises] 1



A rabbit's foot is a lot luckier than a horseshoe, and A rabbit's foot is a lot luckier than a horseshoe, and less heavy!



2



the spy industry has a the spy industry has a large
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large network of secret network of secret informers.



less



heavy!



informers.
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3



the spreadsheets were too complex to understand the spreadsheets were too complex to understand



4



'Forrest Gump' won many Oscars in different 'Forrest Gump' won many Oscars in different categories.



categories.



'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



5



please turn down the volume; the neighbors might please turn down the volume; the neighbors might complain The main postpositions



6



complain



'May' - 'Might'



the student cheated on the math test by using a the student cheated on the math test by using a calculator



calculator.



The notion of means



7



PC is a short way of saying Personal PC is a short way of saying Personal Computer



8



Family members are loved Family members are loved ones



Computer



ones you can never you can never replace



replace



'Ever' - 'Never'



9



10



famous famous



brand names are not always better quality. brand names are not always better quality



Did you bring your deep-sea diving equipment? Did you bring your deep-sea diving equipment?
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You're luckier with the second contact. He seems to be nicer: "Office automation is a large field, you know!" Could you give me some figures? What about word processing? What is your purchase volume? Early afternoon. I'll switch you to another extension. I'm conducting a survey. In person or by phone? Not one computer?



2



Thank you.



No, not one.



We must spend around $1 million on the whole, but it covers various fields. You have to tell me which categories. What about word processing? What are the main categories? Let's talk about spreadsheets. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. Good morning, sir. You don't know anything about it at all? Who's the person in charge of purchases? I'll switch you to another extension.



3



2 4



4



No, not at all. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. Thank you.



Word processing, spreadsheets, networks... What about word processing? Tell me about the spreadsheets. Let's talk about networks. Yes, thank you. Hold on a minute. I'm conducting a survey. 9 o'clock. No, I don't.
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4 5



He's not here at the moment.
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4



For word processing, the total amount is around $300,000. Do you need more figures? What about spreadsheets? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine. When will he be there? 11 o'clock. Not one computer? I'm conducting a survey. In person or by phone?



5



Around 4 p.m. No, not one.



For spreadsheets, the total amount is around $100,000. Do you need more figures? What about word processing? Let's talk about networks. No, that's fine. In person or by phone? 11 o'clock. Would you replace them? I have to talk to him personally. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases.



6



5 6



4 6



No, not for the moment. One moment, please. I will put you through to Mr. Lee.



For networks, the amount is around $30,000. Do you need more figures? What about the spreadsheets? Let's talk about word processing. No, that's fine. Somebody will help you. And what if none of them agree to meet with me? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. Who's the person in charge of purchases?



5 4 Thank you. Don't worry, at least two will accept. Just a moment, please. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him.



Around what time?
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7



Do you have all the necessary figures? What are your purchase forecasts? Yes, thank you. Could I meet with you? Not one computer? Do you subcontract? I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. You don't know anything about it at all? I'm conducting a survey.



8



11



No, not one. No, almost never. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. No, not at all.



9 9 Who's calling? 8.



Next week? That's fine. No problem! If that's convenient for you. Could I meet with you? No, that's fine. Not one computer? Office equipment. How many calculators do you have?



10



11



Yes, of course. Which day is convenient for you? How about Thursday? Shall we say Wednesday? Let's talk about spreadsheets. Is Mr. Lee there? And how many PCs do you have? Equipment for office work. I'm conducting a survey.



9



Well, about a 10% increase for next year. Goodbye! And... Good luck!



11 11 I'm afraid not; I'm very busy. No, not one. 2.



About what time? 9 o'clock. 11 o'clock. Early afternoon. No, that's fine. Who do I start with? What about word processing? I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. What about word processing?
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11 11



Thank you.
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11



You are improving; your third contact knows nothing about this subject: "What do you mean by office automation products?" Equipment for office work. Word processing, for instance. You don't know anything about it at all? Could you give me some figures? Could I meet with you? Around what time? Somebody will help you. Who's the person in charge of purchases?



12



Thank you. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him.



8. Yes, quite often. No, not for the moment.



13 13



Thank you.



We also have calculators in the accounting department. Not one computer? How many calculators do you have? Which brand? I'll switch you to another extension. That's fine. What are your standard purchases? Tell me about the spreadsheets. I'm conducting a survey.



14



No, not at all.



But I only have some old PCs! And how many PCs do you have? Do you use them very often? Would you replace them? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. It's clearer to me now. Let me think about it. Yes, of course. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt.



13



12 12



No, not one. 2. I have no idea. Thank you.



14 14



"Excuse me, I have another phone call. Goodbye!" Tough luck! The 4th person on the list wants to buy some equipment: "Do you sell computers?" Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. No, I don't. I have to talk to him personally. Let's talk about networks. I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases.



15 15 One moment, please. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him.



Equipment for office work. Okay, I'll get started.
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15



Could you recommend some serious suppliers? 16 16



I will find out. Let me think about it. Hold on a minute. Do I contact them all in a single day? What about word processing? Early afternoon. What about word processing? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases.



16



You find someone who can give him the information. Your contact is waiting for an answer. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. Somebody will help you. I'll switch you to another extension. Computer equipment. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. Word processing, for instance. What about word processing? What about spreadsheets?



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



Mystery Phrase [9 exercises] 1



A confused or disorderly state. mess



2



Trademark. brand



3



Number. figure



4



Piece of paper resulting from a computerized financial program. spreadsheet



5



Projection or prediction. forecast



6



A mathematical machine. calculator



7



Suggest. recommend
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8



To change. switch



9



Telephone line attached to a main line. extension



Window-shopping (19 activity (ies) 02:14:21) Keywords [18 word(s)] to afford (v.) bargain boot to buy (v.) cheap to cost (v.) expensive large leather medium to purchase (v.) shoe shopping mall size small to spend (v.) tight to window-shop (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



The friend you are visiting wants to go downtown and asks you: "Are you coming?" Where? In a minute! Let me get my coat.



2



Get a move on! Hurry up!



2 4 4



Who cares! Neither do I. Me too!



3 3 3



Shopping! Which stores? I don't need anything. But I'm broke!
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3



We can just go window shopping. I guess I can afford that! Well, O.K. then. Actually, I need a new pair of pants.



4



Fifty cents. Here's some.



6 6 6



Let's ask the bus driver.



7 8 7



There's a nice little mall near the movie theater. O.K., let's go there. Are there any clothing stores? That sounds good!



8



5 7 7



Do you know where we get off? No, I don't. Yes, near the movie theater. At the next stop.



7



Good. We can take a cab then. Yes, it's not far.



Get your change ready. I have some right here. How much? I don't have any change.



6



4 4 7



We need to take the number 23 bus. Here it comes. The next one is in an hour! We can walk!



5



Let's go! And I need some socks.



8 8 8



Yes, of course.



What do you think of this shoe store? They have nice shoes. I don't really need shoes. It's expensive!
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10 12 9



You can say that again!
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9



But I do like that black pair. We can go in if you want. Do you want to try them on? They're on sale.



10



Yes, here it is.



12 12 12



13 14 13



I don't think so.



You're always criticizing me! No, I'm not! We don't have to like the same things! Don't be so sensitive!



14



11 14 11



What do you think about these? I prefer the other pair. Aren't they too small for me? I don't like the color.



13



The salesperson will tell you. Me too!



They look good on you. Do they really? They're too tight. Could I try on the right shoe?



12



10 12 10



Do you want to try them on? Yes, I do. I don't know if they have my shoe size. I shouldn't, but I will anyway!



11



All right. Yes.



Yes, you are!



15 15 15



You have big feet! Yes, it is. Here, try them on.



15 15 15



You wear a size 5, don't you? No, I wear a size 8. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size.
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15



They fit well. I'll take them. Don't forget the shoe polish! It's up to you! And I'll take these.



The shoe polish is in the box. There you are! Thank you and goodbye!



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] to afford bargain boot to buy cheap to cost expensive large leather medium to purchase shoe shopping mall size small to spend tight to window-shop



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Where? In a minute! Let me get my coat. Which stores? I don't need anything. But I'm broke! I guess I can afford that! Well, O.K. then. Actually, I need a new pair of pants. Here it comes. The next one is in an hour! We can walk! I have some right here. How much? I don't have any change. No, I don't. Yes, near the movie theater. At the next stop. O.K., let's go there. Are there any clothing stores? That sounds good! They have nice shoes. I don't really need shoes. It's expensive!
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We can go in if you want. Do you want to try them on? They're on sale. Yes, I do. I don't know if they have my shoe size. I shouldn't, but I will anyway! Do they really? They're too tight. Could I try on the right shoe? I prefer the other pair. Aren't they too small for me? I don't like the color. No, I'm not! We don't have to like the same things! Don't be so sensitive! No, I wear a size 8. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size. Don't forget the shoe polish! It's up to you! And I'll take these.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 a shoe a boot a sock a slipper a heel a foot



2 a coat a cardigan a sweater a pullover a shirt a skirt



3 pants overalls a sweat suit shorts a skirt pantyhose
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4 a sock pants a rugby jersey a long-sleeved shirt Bermuda shorts a football jersey



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



The friend you are visiting wants to go downtown and asks you: "Are you coming?" Where? In a minute! Let me get my coat.



2



3 3 3



Let's go! And I need some socks.



4 4 7



Good. We can take a cab then. Yes, it's not far.



5 7 7



Fifty cents. Here's some.



6 6 6



We need to take the number 23 bus. Here it comes. The next one is in an hour! We can walk!



5



Who cares! Neither do I. Me too!



We can just go window shopping. I guess I can afford that! Well, O.K. then. Actually, I need a new pair of pants.



4



2 4 4



Shopping! Which stores? I don't need anything. But I'm broke!



3



Get a move on! Hurry up!



Get your change ready. I have some right here. How much? I don't have any change.
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6



Do you know where we get off? No, I don't. Yes, near the movie theater. At the next stop.



7



You can say that again!



All right. Yes.



10 12 10



Do you want to try them on? Yes, I do. I don't know if they have my shoe size. I shouldn't, but I will anyway!



11



10 12 9



But I do like that black pair. We can go in if you want. Do you want to try them on? They're on sale.



10



8 8 8



Yes, of course.



What do you think of this shoe store? They have nice shoes. I don't really need shoes. It's expensive!



9



7 8 7



There's a nice little mall near the movie theater. O.K., let's go there. Are there any clothing stores? That sounds good!



8



Let's ask the bus driver.



The salesperson will tell you. Me too!



11 14 11



Yes, here it is.



12 12 12



They look good on you. Do they really? They're too tight. Could I try on the right shoe?
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12



What do you think about these? I prefer the other pair. Aren't they too small for me? I don't like the color.



13



You're always criticizing me! No, I'm not! We don't have to like the same things! Don't be so sensitive!



14



Yes, you are!



15 15 15



You have big feet! Yes, it is. Here, try them on.



15 15 15



You wear a size 5, don't you? No, I wear a size 8. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size.



15



13 14 13



I don't think so.



They fit well. I'll take them. Don't forget the shoe polish! It's up to you! And I'll take these.



The shoe polish is in the box. There you are! Thank you and goodbye!



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Broke means you've got no money at all. Rich as Croesus Totally loaded Wealthy In debt



2



When clothes are too tight you need a larger size. extra large room for growth pass me the shoehorn how awful 'Too' - 'Too much'



3



Not your color means that the color doesn't suit you. Fits like a glove Buy it Don't have your size Let's take the bus
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Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ready broke medium far near



2



prepared penniless average distant close



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. large inside expensive near tight



small outside cheap far loose



Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)]



Q



shoe shouldn't shoehorn short



tQ



which change cheaper French



D



then them there this that the



k



coat broke like color skirts corduroy



s



some stop expensive pants sleeves



z



shoes size things colors



eI



they same take stain navy gray way



E



let anything them belt very help
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of the present conditional



2



Construction of compound nouns
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3



Verb + infinitive clause
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Form compound words as in the example. Example: boots for skiing a room with a bed



bedroom



a man who sells things



salesman sales clerk



schoolwork done at home



homework



work done around the house



housework



slacks for dressing up



dress slacks



a glass for drinking wine



a wineglass



Construction of compound nouns



2



ski-boots



Use of compound nouns



Form compound words as in the example. Example: boots for skiing



ski-boots



horse that runs in races



racehorse



tennis played on a table



table tennis



game where players throw a ball into a basket



basketball



store that sells drugs and other items



drugstore



center for shopping



shopping mall shopping center



tea with ice in it



ice tea



Construction of compound nouns



Use of compound nouns



Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



The friend you are visiting wants to go downtown and asks you: Are you coming? Let me get my coat . Hurry! We'll take the number 23 bus . Here's one coming. Good. Get your change ready.
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2



Do you know where we get off ? At the next stop. There's a nice mall near the movies. Yes, we can go there . The main postpositions



Prepositions of place



3



This store looks nice! They have nice shoes . Do you want to try a pair ? I don't know my shoe size. Is this a size 5? No, it's a size 6. You have big feet !



4



Once the weekend arrives, I like to go downtown. I like to go to the market in the Village. prices are a bargain and you can find real treasures. I prefer antique shops to superstores. But most of all, I love to bargain with the dealers. Definite and indefinite articles



'Here' - 'There'



The use and omission of 'the'



Sentence Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The man said to me, 'Please take off your shoes'.



The man told me to take off my shoes.



The saleswoman instructed me, 'Please pay by credit card'.



The saleswoman instructed me to pay by credit card.



My sister told me, 'Don't shop on the weekends'.



My sister told me not to shop on the weekends.



The sales manager ordered the sales clerk, 'Greet every customer'.



The sales manager ordered the sales clerk to greet every customer.



Verb + infinitive clause
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The man said 'Please take off your shoes'.



The man said to take off your shoes.



The security guard ordered Max, 'Show me the inside of your shopping bag'.



The security guard ordered Max to show him the inside of his shopping bag.



The old lady instructed her, 'Buy only those things that you can afford'.



The old lady instructed her to buy only those things that she can afford. The old lady instructed her to buy only those things that she could afford.



They urged the passers-by , 'Buy three pairs and get one free!'



They urged the passers-by to buy three pairs and get one free.



Verb + infinitive clause



Demonstratives



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



Come on! Let's go shopping! I don't need anything. Neither do I especially. We can just have a look around, do a little window-shopping. I do need a new pair of pants. Emphatic 'do'



2



1 2 3 4



Nouns without singular forms



There's a nice mall near the cinema. We'll take the bus there. Do you know where to get off? Yes, I know where there's a nice clothes store. Direct and indirect questions



The main postpositions



Relative pronouns and adverbs



Word Order with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1



Get your coat and let's go shopping. Get your coat and let's go shopping Auxiliaries



2



I don't need anything special, I don't need anything special, but I'll
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but I'll come come anyway



anyway
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3



I really must buy a new pair I really must buy a new pair of pants 'Must' - 'Have to'



4



Modal auxiliaries



of



pants.



Nouns without singular forms



let's take the bus because it's too far let's take the bus because it's too far to walk The affirmative imperative



5



There's a nice mall of There's a nice mall of stores



6



let's go let's go in



in this this shop,



to



walk.



Auxiliaries



stores near the near the city hall.



city



hall.



shop, it looks like they have it looks like they have nice things



nice



things



Auxiliaries



7



this pair of shoes is this pair of shoes is way



8



I can't believe you like those ridiculous I can't believe you like those ridiculous shoes



9



I don't know what my American shoe I don't know what my American shoe size is.



way too small too small for me



for



me.



shoes



size



is.



Relative pronouns and adverbs



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



The friend you are visiting wants to go downtown and asks you: "Are you coming?" Where? In a minute! Let me get my coat. Navy blue sounds nice. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? Thank you very much! And I'll take these.



2 4 4



Get a move on! Hurry up! Here you are. Yes, it is. There you are! Thank you and goodbye!



No way! I'm on a diet!
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2



Shopping! Which stores? I don't need anything. But I'm broke! I don't know my American size. Don't be so sensitive! They're too small. I already have one like that. Do you have any socks?



3



No, we don't.



Let's go! And I need some socks. Yes, it is. Here, try them on. The shoe polish is in the box.



4 4 7



They don't have any here.



We need to take the number 23 bus. Here it comes. The next one is in an hour! We can walk! Is this a small? We'll go there. Bye! Jeans. I don't like the color. I don't know if they have my shoe size.



5



3 3 3



We can just go window shopping. I guess I can afford that! Well, O.K. then. Actually, I need a new pair of pants. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size. Don't forget the shoe polish! No, not black. Corduroy pants.



4



Who cares! Neither do I. Me too! Here, try them on.



Good. We can take a cab then. Yes, it's not far. Yes, it is. Yes, bye!



5 7 7



The salesperson will tell you.



Get your change ready. I have some right here. How much? I don't have any change. Yes, I do. Which stores? Don't forget the shoe polish! Let me get my coat. Can I see the gray?
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6 6 6



Fifty cents. Here's some. Who cares! The shoe polish is in the box. Hurry up! Of course. It's right here.
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6



Do you know where we get off? No, I don't. Yes, near the movie theater. At the next stop. Could I try on the right shoe? Which stores? We'll go there. Bye! All right, but it’s my treat! Pants.



7



Yes, here it is. Who cares! Yes, bye! No, it's my turn! You paid last time!



8 8 8



Yes, of course. You're right!



You have big feet! Yes, it is.



What do you think of this shoe store? They have nice shoes. I don't really need shoes. It's expensive! In a minute! Here it comes. Dress slacks. Let me get my coat. They don't fit.



9



7 8 7



There's a nice little mall near the movie theater. O.K., let's go there. Are there any clothing stores? That sounds good! There's a button missing. Jeans. They're all right. No, I wear a size 8. The collar's nice.



8



Let's ask the bus driver.



10 12 9



You can say that again! Get a move on! Good. Hurry up!



But I do like that black pair. We can go in if you want. Do you want to try them on? They're on sale. The next one is in an hour! There's a button missing. What size do I need? No, I'm not! Navy blue sounds nice.
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All right. Yes.



10 12 10



We can take a cab then. You're right! A large, I think. Yes, you are! Here you are.
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10



Do you want to try them on? Yes, I do. I don't know if they have my shoe size. I shouldn't, but I will anyway! We don't have to like the same things! The next one is in an hour! I already have one like that. I see a stain on it. Don't forget the shoe polish!



11



We can take a cab then. That's not a stain! The shoe polish is in the box.



Yes, here it is. Yes, it's not far. You can say that again! They don't have any here. Sorry, we don't have green. Bye!



12 12 12



What do you think about these? I prefer the other pair. Aren't they too small for me? I don't like the color. I don't like short sleeves. Sweaters. I already have one like that. But I'm broke! The next one is in an hour!



13



11 14 11



They look good on you. Do they really? They're too tight. Could I try on the right shoe? We can walk! It's expensive! Corduroy pants. I want green. Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you.



12



The salesperson will tell you. Me too!



13 14 13



I don't think so. I do!



Me too! We can take a cab then.



You're always criticizing me! No, I'm not! We don't have to like the same things! Don't be so sensitive! Thanks for your help. No, not black. I don't like short sleeves. Here it comes. Do you have them in light blue?
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Yes, you are!



15 15 15



You're welcome. I do! Good. No, only in navy blue.
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14



You wear a size 5, don't you? No, I wear a size 8. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size. Do you have a medium? Navy blue sounds nice. I already have one like that. I have some right here. Can I see the gray?



15



You have big feet! Yes, it is. Here, try them on. No, I'm sorry. We're out of mediums. Here you are.



Of course. It's right here.



They fit well. I'll take them. Don't forget the shoe polish! It's up to you! And I'll take these. Can I see the gray? O.K., let's go there. They're all right. I don't have any change. Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you.



The shoe polish is in the box. There you are! Thank you and goodbye! Of course. It's right here.



Here's some. Bye!



Mystery Phrase [10 exercises] 1



A retail outlet. store



2



An outer covering for the foot. shoe



3



An outer garment worn for warmth. coat



4



An outer garment extending from the waist to the ankle. pants



5



Money, coins. change



6



Pleasant, pretty. nice



7



Two matching objects designed for use together. pair
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15 15 15



8



Specific measurement for clothing. size



9



To find fault with. criticize



10



A rectangular or square container. box



Video and Questions [1 exercises] Once the weekend arrives, we're in less of a hurry. There are, however, things to do, since we can at last make the most of the town and its shops. Let's buy some flowers to brighten up the house. It's quite an art finding a bunch that won't wilt the next day. You must know how to choose quality products. Even though the prices in superstores are generally lower than at the market, you sometimes lose out on quality. This explains why people are happy to find top-quality, traditional goods at the market, and at affordable prices. Now you have to start bargaining. The market trader will pretend to be shocked. Keep smiling, it's all part of the game. But don't give in! In an antique shop, the rules of the game are similar to those at the market. The dealer wants to sell his goods at their best price, and the customer would like to save money. The market, however, is more welcoming and friendly because the products are cheaper than at the antique dealer's. Antique dealers aren't recommended to people who don't want to spend too much! You can find some real treasures in a bric-à-brac shop. But you have to learn to speak another language. When an armchair's fabric is 'faded', one says it's got 'style', and 'this piece of furniture is old' translates into 'this item has got character' . . . Careful you don't believe the seller when he says that a table with woodworm is a bargain because the holes make it lighter! A lie detector is a must! We go to the supermarket every week, or perhaps even every day. Superstores always cause controversy because they benefit from reduced prices by buying their products in bulk. Small shopkeepers don't have these advantages. So they offer a different service: they know the names of their regular customers and they leave them plenty of time to choose. Supermarkets do, however, have other strong points. There's no problem parking, every week there are special offers and the shelves are always well stocked. Quick! To the checkout! The bar code readers display and add up the price of each item faster than a checkout girl with four hands! This customer is in such a hurry to put his purchases into the bags that he even puts his baby on the conveyor belt. Everybody knows that a child is priceless!



1



What does the narrator say we can do on the weekend? We can leave the house. We can buy a flower shop. We can go to the movies. We can go to the beach.



2



Which of these statements is untrue? Prices in superstores are higher than at the market. People go to the market for quality food. You can find traditional goods at the market. The quality is sometimes lower at a supermarket.
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3



Where is it most difficult to bargain? In a superstore At the market In a bric-à-brac shop At an antique shop



4



Which two words are used to describe the items you can buy in shops? Goods and products Games and rules Bulk and bunches Shelves and purchases



5



If you are driving and need to buy food, what is the best option? Go to the supermarket. Go to the market. Go to the country. Go to a bric-à-brac shop.



6



What is the video about? Shopping Buying clothes Woodworm Bargaining



7



What is true of bar code readers? They are fast. You need four hands to use one. Babies can operate them. They aren't very fast.



8



What does the word 'priceless' mean? It means that an object is extremely valuable. It means that an object has no price tag. It means that an object is very cheap. It means that an object has no value.



9



What is true of shelves in superstores? They are always full. They are never full. They are strong. They are large.
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10



How do superstores benefit from reduced prices? They buy a lot of the same thing. They buy one thing at a time. They buy many large items. They buy out-of-date items.



The Fitting Room (18 activity (ies) 02:00:37) Keywords [21 word(s)] blouse casual clothes to fit (v.) fitting room jacket jeans on sale outlet pants to put back (v.) salesperson shirt skirt store to suit (v.) sweater to take off (v.) to try on (v.) underwear to wear (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Next, you go into a clothing store. "What do you want to see?" Skirts. Sweaters. Pants.



2



Here's the salesperson.



3 3 2



What kind of pants? Dress slacks. Jeans. Corduroy pants.
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5 5 5



3



Can I help you? I'm just looking. Can I try these on? Do you have any corduroy pants?



4



The dressing room is over there. Can I try on three pairs? Thank you. Where's the mirror?



5



8 7 7



Inside.



I do!



6 6 6



Yes, it is.



What about this one? There's a button missing. I see a stain on it. Yes, that's nice.



7



No, only two at a time.



Hey, look at these shirts! I don't like short sleeves. I already have one like that. The collar's nice.



6



5 4 4



Yes, certainly. Yes, over here.



You're right! That's not a stain!



8 8 9



How do they fit? 10 10 8



They're too small. They don't fit. They're all right.



8



We also have them in other colors. What other colors? I want green. Do you have them in light blue?
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9 13 11



9



We have navy blue, gray, red and black. Navy blue sounds nice. Can I see the gray? No, not black.



10



Here you are. Yes, it is. A large, I think.



12 13 12



No, I'm sorry. We're out of mediums.



14 14 13



Bye! Oh! No, we don't.



15 15 14



You're welcome. Yes, bye!



15 15 15



Everything we have is here on the shelf. Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. I haven't got any money anyway. Do you have any socks?



14



13 15 11



They're too big, don't you think? They should be O.K. with a belt. Even with suspenders? Do you have a medium?



13



Here's a large. All right. Goodbye, then.



They come in small, medium, and large. Let me try a large. Is this a small? What size do I need?



12



13 13 13



Do you want to try a larger pair? Yes, please. No, I haven't got time. What are the sizes?



11



Here you are. Of course. It's right here.



They carry them in the store next door. Thank you very much! Thanks for your help. We'll go there. Bye!
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15



Let’s stop for a donut! All this shopping is making me hungry. Yes, me too. All right, but it’s my treat! No way! I'm on a diet!



Well, at least we agree on some things! No, it's my turn! You paid last time!



Word Pronunciation [21 word(s)] blouse casual clothes to fit fitting room jacket jeans on sale outlet pants to put back salesperson shirt skirt store to suit sweater to take off to try on underwear to wear



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Skirts. Sweaters. Pants. Dress slacks. Jeans. Corduroy pants. I'm just looking. Can I try these on? Do you have any corduroy pants? Can I try on three pairs? Thank you. Where's the mirror? I don't like short sleeves. I already have one like that. The collar's nice. There's a button missing. I see a stain on it. Yes, that's nice. They're too small. They don't fit.
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They're all right. What other colors? I want green. Do you have them in light blue? Navy blue sounds nice. Can I see the gray? No, not black. Yes, please. No, I haven't got time. What are the sizes? Let me try a large. Is this a small? What size do I need? They should be O.K. with a belt. Even with suspenders? Do you have a medium? Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. I haven't got any money anyway. Do you have any socks? Thank you very much! Thanks for your help. We'll go there. Bye! Yes, me too. All right, but it’s my treat! No way! I'm on a diet!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1 a mirror wallpaper a picture frame a snapshot a poster a calendar



2 a button a zipper Velcro a safety pin a needle a paper clip
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3 navy blue crimson electric blue pale blue turquoise emerald green



4 gray cobalt blue burgundy orange apple green violet



5 red charcoal gray sky blue caramel cinnamon olive green



6 black navy blue forest green cherry red royal blue maroon



7 a skirt a sweater a blouse an apron a dress a coat
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8 a shirt a jacket a bow tie a pullover a vest a cap



9 a belt a cummerbund suspenders a seat belt a necklace a waistband



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Next, you go into a clothing store. "What do you want to see?" Skirts. Sweaters. Pants.



2



They don't have any here.



5 5 5



Yes, certainly. Yes, over here.



5 4 4



Can I help you? I'm just looking. Can I try these on? Do you have any corduroy pants?



4



3 3 2



What kind of pants? Dress slacks. Jeans. Corduroy pants.



3



Here's the salesperson.



The dressing room is over there. Can I try on three pairs? Thank you. Where's the mirror?
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Inside.
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5



Hey, look at these shirts! I don't like short sleeves. I already have one like that. The collar's nice.



6



6 6 6



Yes, it is.



What about this one? There's a button missing. I see a stain on it. Yes, that's nice.



7



I do!



You're right! That's not a stain!



8 8 9



How do they fit? They're too small. They don't fit. They're all right.



8



We also have them in other colors. What other colors? I want green. Do you have them in light blue?



9



Sorry, we don't have green. No, only in navy blue.



9 13 11



We have navy blue, gray, red and black. Navy blue sounds nice. Can I see the gray? No, not black.



10



10 10 8



Here you are. Of course. It's right here.



13 13 13



Here's a large. All right. Goodbye, then.



13 15 11



Do you want to try a larger pair? Yes, please. No, I haven't got time. What are the sizes?
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11



They come in small, medium, and large. Let me try a large. Is this a small? What size do I need?



12



Bye! Oh! No, we don't.



15 15 14



You're welcome. Yes, bye!



15 15 15



They carry them in the store next door. Thank you very much! Thanks for your help. We'll go there. Bye!



15



No, I'm sorry. We're out of mediums.



14 14 13



Everything we have is here on the shelf. Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. I haven't got any money anyway. Do you have any socks?



14



12 13 12



They're too big, don't you think? They should be O.K. with a belt. Even with suspenders? Do you have a medium?



13



Here you are. Yes, it is. A large, I think.



Let’s stop for a donut! All this shopping is making me hungry. Yes, me too. All right, but it’s my treat! No way! I'm on a diet!



Well, at least we agree on some things! No, it's my turn! You paid last time!



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Corduroy pants are warm in the winter. T-shirts Silk ties Cotton socks Linen suits Nouns without singular forms
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2



Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the fairest of them all? Table, table Shoehorn, shoehorn Banana, banana Fitting room, fitting room Glass, glass



3



It doesn't matter means it's not important. Oh dear What is this Too late



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. dress broke cheap tight new short



2



casual rich expensive loose old long



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. slacks movies mirror colors downtown cab treat



pants cinema looking glass shades city center taxi indulgence



Phonetics Exercise [4 phoneme(s)]



m



minute money mirror small



w



what want one walk will way



aj



try time bye diet







cheaper other matter suspenders
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of compound nouns



2



Compound adjectives
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3



Absolute superlative



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Form compound words as in the example. Example: cold as ice



ice-cold



produced in mass amounts



mass-produced



blue the color of the US Navy



navy blue



fashion style that is old



old-fashioned



made by hand



hand-made



larger than the size large



extra-large



style of shirt with sleeves that are short



short-sleeve short sleeve short-sleeved



Compound adjectives
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2



Form compound words as in the example. Example: cold as ice



ice-cold



to be over the maximum age



overage of age



something that makes money



money-making



to charge an amount under that expected



undercharge



to be quick to lose one's temper



quick-tempered



the quality of being dressed well



well-dressed



the quality of being cooked well



well-cooked



Compound adjectives



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



Here's the saleswoman . What do you want to buy ? I need a new pair of pants. Do you have any corduroy pants? Yes, this is what we have .



2



Can I try this on? There's the fitting room. Where's the mirror ? There's a stain on it. Adjectives ending in -ing



3



Look at these shirts. I don't like short sleeves . The collar's nice. There's a button missing. They don't fit . Contraction of 'to be'
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4



We also have it in other colors . What colors? We have navy blue, gray , red and black. Can I see the gray one ? What are the sizes ? Large, medium and small. Interrogative words



5



Use of the pronoun 'one'



These are too big for you. Do you have anything smaller ? Everything we have is here. It doesn't matter , thank you. They carry them in the store next door .



Sentence Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The man said to me, 'Please take off your shoes'.



The man told me to take off my shoes.



The manager told me, 'Don't miss the summer savings sale'.



The manager told me not to miss the summer savings sale.



'No smoking', the signs says.



The sign says not to smoke. The sign says don't smoke.



The boss ordered me, 'Help the customer choose a pair of pants'.



The boss ordered me to help the customer choose a pair of pants.



Verb + infinitive clause



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



Can I help you? Do you have any corduroy pants? Yes, certainly. The fitting room's over there. Can I try four pairs on? No, only two. Direct and indirect questions
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2



1 2 3 4 5 6



I want to look at some shirts, but I don't like short sleeves. Which colors? Navy blue, gray, red and black. There are three sizes. Large, medium and small. What size do you think I need? I think you're too tall for a medium. 'May' - 'Might'



3



1 2 3 4



Do you have any belts or suspenders? Everything we have is here. They carry them in the store next door. Oh, it doesn't matter, I haven't got any money anyway. Direct and indirect questions



'Some' - 'Any'



Negation of the indefinite article



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



find a find a



2



the fitting room's over the fitting room's over there



salesperson salesperson



and ask him how much this and ask him how much this costs.



there if you if you would like



would like to try them on.



costs.



to



try



them



on.



Use of the present conditional



3



short-sleeved shirts make short-sleeved shirts make me



me feel like a feel like a little boy



little



boy



Compound adjectives 'To make sb do sth' - 'To have sth done' Verbs expressing impressions and feelings



4



I'm afraid we don't I'm afraid we don't have



have that that sweater



5



It doesn't matter, I It doesn't matter, I can't



can't afford it afford it anyway.



6



I really I really



don't think don't think



sweater left left in large.



in



large.



anyway.



yellow pants suit you yellow pants suit you



Nouns without singular forms
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Next, you go into a clothing store. "What do you want to see?" Skirts. Sweaters. Pants. I haven't got any money anyway. They should be O.K. with a belt. I don't like the color. Thanks for your help. I guess I can afford that!



2



Oh!



You're welcome.



They don't have any here.



5 5 5



Who cares! Here's a large.



Can I help you? I'm just looking. Can I try these on? Do you have any corduroy pants? Which stores? Where? No way! I'm on a diet! Don't be so sensitive! Here it comes.



4



3 3 2



What kind of pants? Dress slacks. Jeans. Corduroy pants. They don't fit. They're too small. Don't be so sensitive! Which stores? Yes, please.



3



Here's the salesperson.



5 4 4



Yes, certainly. Yes, over here. Who cares!



Good.



The dressing room is over there. Can I try on three pairs? Thank you. Where's the mirror? Even with suspenders? No, I wear a size 8. But I'm broke! Don't be so sensitive! Navy blue sounds nice.
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8 7 7



Inside. You have big feet! Me too! Here you are.
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5



Hey, look at these shirts! I don't like short sleeves. I already have one like that. The collar's nice. Which stores? They have nice shoes. Yes, near the movie theater. Is this a small? Do you have any socks?



6



Yes, it is. Who cares!



Yes, it is. No, we don't.



You're right! That's not a stain!



8 8 9



Yes, over here. Here's some. Here you are. All right. Goodbye, then.



How do they fit? They're too small. They don't fit. They're all right. I don't need anything. Thanks for your help. No way! I'm on a diet! I don't know if they have my shoe size. At the next stop.



8



6 6



What about this one? There's a button missing. I see a stain on it. Yes, that's nice. Do you have any corduroy pants? I have some right here. I don't have any change. Navy blue sounds nice. No, I haven't got time.



7



I do!



10 10 8 Neither do I. You're welcome. The salesperson will tell you.



We also have them in other colors. What other colors? I want green. Do you have them in light blue? Don't be so sensitive! I don't need anything. They're on sale. I guess I can afford that! Don't forget the shoe polish!
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9 13 11



9



We have navy blue, gray, red and black. Navy blue sounds nice. Can I see the gray? No, not black. There's a button missing. I guess I can afford that! No, I don't. They have nice shoes. Yes, near the movie theater.



10



How much? Do you want to try them on? Corduroy pants.



You're right! Let's ask the bus driver.



Here's a large. All right. Goodbye, then.



13 15 11



Well, at least we agree on some things! Fifty cents. Yes. They don't have any here.



They come in small, medium, and large. Let me try a large. Is this a small? What size do I need? Here it comes. All right, but it’s my treat! Let me get my coat. I don't really need shoes. No, I don't.



12



13 13 13



Do you want to try a larger pair? Yes, please. No, I haven't got time. What are the sizes? Jeans. Yes, me too.



11



Here you are. Of course. It's right here.



Here you are. Yes, it is. A large, I think. Good. No, it's my turn! You paid last time! Hurry up!



12 13 12



Let's ask the bus driver.



They're too big, don't you think? They should be O.K. with a belt. Even with suspenders? Do you have a medium? Navy blue sounds nice. Do they really? But I'm broke! I see a stain on it. It's expensive!
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13



Everything we have is here on the shelf. Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. I haven't got any money anyway. Do you have any socks? Skirts. Yes, near the movie theater. And I'll take these.



Bye! Oh! No, we don't. Here's the salesperson.



15 15 14



There you are! Thank you and goodbye!



Do they really? We don't have to like the same things!



14



They carry them in the store next door. Thank you very much! Thanks for your help. We'll go there. Bye! Here it comes. Do you want to try them on? Can I try these on? Could I try on the right shoe? What size do I need?



15



15 15 15



You're welcome. Yes, bye! Good. Yes. Yes, certainly. Yes, here it is. A large, I think.



Let’s stop for a donut! All this shopping is making me hungry. Yes, me too. All right, but it’s my treat! No way! I'm on a diet! Where's the mirror? They don't fit. Here it comes. I don't know if they have my shoe size. No, I wear a size 8.



Well, at least we agree on some things! No, it's my turn! You paid last time! Inside. Good. The salesperson will tell you. You have big feet!



Mystery Phrase [10 exercises] 1



An outer garment for women and girls. skirt



2



Pullover. sweater



3



Worn under other clothing. underwear
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4



Food eaten between meals. snack



5



Used to hold up pants. suspenders



6



A polished surface that reflects images. mirror



7



A garment for the upper part of the body. shirt



8



The part of a garment covering the arm. sleeve



9



Part of a garment around the neck. collar



10



A type of clothing worn around the waist. belt



Grocery Shopping (19 activity (ies) 02:30:14) Keywords [17 word(s)] baker's beef bread roll butcher's cheese to cook (v.) dessert grocery store ingredient meal meat pepper recipe salt slice to shop (v.) vegetable
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



This is very unusual... but you decide to cook a meal for twenty friends. You take a big basket, and go shopping for food. Where do you want to go first? To the baker's. To the butcher's. To the supermarket.



2



You should go to the butcher's first. It's going to close in ten minutes. All right, I will. Does it close at noon? Is the supermarket open at noon?



3



Of course! Yes, it is.



4 4 4



Poor you!



5 5 6



Two big ones, at least.



You can cook three big chickens, make some lamb chops, or veal cutlets... Yes, chops. Do I cook them on charcoal? I always cook chicken. I'll have the chops. Do you have a leg of lamb?



6



3 3 3



What can I do for you? I have to cook a meal for twenty people. I don't know what to get for a meal with twenty guests. How much roast beef do I need for twenty people?



5



Yes, it does. Yes, it is.



Welcome to "Roast's Butcher's", Ma'am! Good morning! Could you help me, please? Is it my turn?



4



2 3 2



Fine.



Or in the oven, yes. Here you are. Fine. There you are, Ma'am. Yes, I have a nice one here. I'll wrap it up for you.



7 7 7



Here you are. Bye! Yes, with vegetables, it's fine. About an hour and a half. It's a big one.



7 7 7



That would be perfect. And you can serve it with gravy. Yes, I'll do that. And vegetables. How long does it have to cook?
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7



You now enter the bakery. Could I have ten loaves, please? Do you have French bread? Good morning!



8



Can I help you? I'd like some sliced bread. Do you have any rye bread? Will ten loaves be enough for twenty people?



9



So are you, Mom!



10 11 10



OK. Here's your bag. Goodbye!



11 11 13



Anything else? I'm wondering. What's in this cake? These muffins look good, but no thank you. Do you have any custard?



12



I'm only looking!



Did you say you wanted ten loaves? Yes, that's right. Yes, I hope it won't be too much! No, I'll take twenty bread rolls.



11



9 9 9



Yes, it's here. Oh, yes! That's plenty!



Please, little boy, don't touch these cakes! Jamie! Don't touch the candy either! I'll take a small strawberry tart, too. Oh! He's so greedy!



10



9 9 8



No, I'm sorry.



Goodbye, then! No, not today. The cook didn't wake up this morning!



12 13 13



It's a sponge cake filled with vanilla cream and topped with chocolate icing. Would that do for twenty people? It's too expensive. That will be all, thank you. Oh, we'll just take the bread.
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13 13 13



13



You have now come out of the bakery. Aren't you going to buy some fresh vegetables? No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket. You're right. And there's a grocery store across the street. Yes, I'll get some.



14



You go into the grocery store. Do you have any cabbage? That's all I need. Could I have some leeks and some carrots, please? Are these onions?



15



14 14



Of course! 15 15



Yes, they are!



How much do you want? Two pounds, please. Could I have a bag? One pound is enough. And this lettuce, please. Let's see. I need six pounds of potatoes.



There you are! All right! Be careful... It's a bit heavy!



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] baker's beef bread roll butcher's cheese to cook dessert grocery store ingredient meal meat pepper recipe salt slice to shop vegetable



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] To the baker's. To the butcher's. To the supermarket. All right, I will. Does it close at noon? Is the supermarket open at noon? Good morning! Could you help me, please?
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Is it my turn? I have to cook a meal for twenty people. I don't know what to get for a meal with twenty guests. How much roast beef do I need for twenty people? Yes, chops. Do I cook them on charcoal? I always cook chicken. I'll have the chops. Do you have a leg of lamb? Yes, I'll do that. And vegetables. How long does it have to cook? Could I have ten loaves, please? Do you have French bread? Good morning! I'd like some sliced bread. Do you have any rye bread? Will ten loaves be enough for twenty people? Jamie! Don't touch the candy either! I'll take a small strawberry tart, too. Oh! He's so greedy! Yes, that's right. Yes, I hope it won't be too much! No, I'll take twenty bread rolls. I'm wondering. What's in this cake? These muffins look good, but no thank you. Do you have any custard? Would that do for twenty people? It's too expensive. That will be all, thank you. Oh, we'll just take the bread. No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket. You're right. And there's a grocery store across the street. Yes, I'll get some. Do you have any cabbage? That's all I need. Could I have some leeks and some carrots, please? Are these onions? Two pounds, please. Could I have a bag? One pound is enough. And this lettuce, please. Let's see. I need six pounds of potatoes.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1 a chicken pork beef lamb a fish
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2 bread a cake a cookie a pastry a muffin a tart



3 a cake a pastry bread a cookie a muffin a tart



4 a candy ice cream sugar a pastry a peanut a cake



5 a tart a cake a pastry bread a fruit



6 a potato an apple a carrot an artichoke a lemon a cucumber
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7 a carrot a pickle a banana an orange a grapefruit a kiwi



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



This is very unusual... but you decide to cook a meal for twenty friends. You take a big basket, and go shopping for food. Where do you want to go first? To the baker's. To the butcher's. To the supermarket.



2



You should go to the butcher's first. It's going to close in ten minutes. All right, I will. Does it close at noon? Is the supermarket open at noon?



3



3 3 3



Of course! Yes, it is.



4 4 4



What can I do for you? I have to cook a meal for twenty people. I don't know what to get for a meal with twenty guests. How much roast beef do I need for twenty people?



5



Yes, it does. Yes, it is.



Welcome to "Roast's Butcher's", Ma'am! Good morning! Could you help me, please? Is it my turn?



4



2 3 2



Fine.



Poor you!



5 5 6



Two big ones, at least.



You can cook three big chickens, make some lamb chops, or veal cutlets... Yes, chops. Do I cook them on charcoal? I always cook chicken. I'll have the chops. Do you have a leg of lamb?
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7 7 7



6



That would be perfect. And you can serve it with gravy. Yes, I'll do that. And vegetables. How long does it have to cook?



7



I'm only looking! So are you, Mom!



10 11 10



OK. Here's your bag. Goodbye!



11 11 13



Did you say you wanted ten loaves? Yes, that's right. Yes, I hope it won't be too much! No, I'll take twenty bread rolls.



11



9 9 9



Yes, it's here. Oh, yes! That's plenty!



Please, little boy, don't touch these cakes! Jamie! Don't touch the candy either! I'll take a small strawberry tart, too. Oh! He's so greedy!



10



9 9 8



No, I'm sorry.



Can I help you? I'd like some sliced bread. Do you have any rye bread? Will ten loaves be enough for twenty people?



9



7 7 7



You now enter the bakery. Could I have ten loaves, please? Do you have French bread? Good morning!



8



Here you are. Bye! Yes, with vegetables, it's fine. About an hour and a half. It's a big one.



Anything else? I'm wondering. What's in this cake? These muffins look good, but no thank you. Do you have any custard?
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Goodbye, then! No, not today. The cook didn't wake up this morning!
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12



It's a sponge cake filled with vanilla cream and topped with chocolate icing. Would that do for twenty people? It's too expensive. That will be all, thank you. Oh, we'll just take the bread.



13



You'd need two, and I only have one. All right. Fine. Here it is. Goodbye!



You have now come out of the bakery. Aren't you going to buy some fresh vegetables? No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket. You're right. And there's a grocery store across the street. Yes, I'll get some.



14



14 14



You go into the grocery store. Do you have any cabbage? That's all I need. Could I have some leeks and some carrots, please? Are these onions?



15



Of course! 15 15



Yes, they are!



How much do you want? Two pounds, please. Could I have a bag? One pound is enough. And this lettuce, please. Let's see. I need six pounds of potatoes.



There you are! All right! Be careful... It's a bit heavy!



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Thank you , but I think I'll pass on the spinach platter. You're not joking How awful Have a nice day No thank you



2



A shopping bag is necessary when you buy lots of groceries. very short temper pair of running shoes miracle football team special coach



3



13 13 13



A pound is a unit of weight in English-speaking countries. Kilograms Gallon Liter Decibel Volume
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4



The roast beef was served with carrots and potatoes. supermarket cocker spaniel soda bottle dessert goose with the golden eggs



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. unusual big fresh bottom greedy poverty



2



common small rotten top generous wealth



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. fresh expensive sliced right plenty heavy



canned cheap whole wrong insufficient light



Phonetics Exercise [9 phoneme(s)]



A



supermarket charcoal tart are cart argue



tQ



much butcher's chops touch French cheese



d



could bread pound need butter stupid bottom



k



cook chicken candy take



j



you your yes onions



i



please meal people greedy grocery anyone



dZ



vegetables Jamie just juice
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h



have how help half-and-half hate here's



D



the them that either these this



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The simple present and the present continuous



2



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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3



'Too' - 'Too much'



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a chocolate cake, a marble cake



a chocolate cake and a marble one



a big chicken, a small chicken



a big chicken and a small one



one strawberry tart, one apple tart



a strawberry tart and an apple one one strawberry tart and one apple one one strawberry tart and an apple one



some frozen peas, some fresh peas



some frozen peas and some fresh ones



two blueberry muffins, one bran muffin



two blueberry muffins and a bran one two blueberry muffins and one bran one



a yellow onion, a white onion



a yellow onion and a white one



four paper bags, two plastic bags



four paper bags and two plastic ones



Use of the pronoun 'one'
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a chocolate cake, a marble cake



a chocolate cake and a marble one



a tall butcher, a short butcher



a tall butcher and a short one



two plastic bottles, three glass bottles



two plastic bottles and three glass ones



a rye loaf, an Italian loaf



a rye loaf and an Italian one



a good bakery, a bad bakery



a good bakery and a bad one



a chocolate cake, two yellow cakes



a chocolate cake and two yellow ones



a big party, a loud party



a big party and a loud one



Use of the pronoun 'one'



Nationalities: capital letters



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



This is very unusual... but you decide to cook a meal for twenty friends . You take a big basket , and go shopping for food . Where do you want to go first? To the baker's. You should go to the butcher's first. It's going to close in ten minutes . Is the supermarket open at noon ? Yes, it is.



2



I have to prepare dinner for a few people. You can cook three big chickens , do some lamb brochettes, or veal cutlets . Do you have a leg of lamb? Yes, I have a nice one here. I'll wrap it for you.



3



You now enter the bakery. Could I have ten loaves, please? Did you say you wanted ten loaves? Yes, that's right. Anything else? I'm deciding . What's in this cake? It's a sponge cake filled with vanilla cream and topped with chocolate icing. Would that do for twenty people? You'd need two, and I only have one. The present continuous
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4



What can I do for you? How much roast beef do I need for twenty people? Where do you want to go first? How long does it have to cook? What else do we need? Interrogative words



5



'How' + adjective or adverb



'How long'



Use of 'else'



You decide to cook a meal for twenty friends. Do I cook them on charcoal? You can serve it with gravy. There's a grocery store across the street. You will buy the rest at the big market. Prepositions of place



Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: He doesn't like lamb chops. (I)



I don't like lamb chops either.



The butcher shop isn't open. (the bakery)



The bakery isn't open either. The bakery is not open either. The bakery's not open either.



The deli doesn't have any pickles. (the supermarket)



The supermarket doesn't have any pickles either. The supermarket doesn't have any either. The supermarket doesn't have pickles either. The supermarket does not have any pickles either. The supermarket does not have any either. The supermarket does not have pickles either.



They don't have enough bread. (rolls)



They don't have enough rolls either. They do not have enough rolls either.



'Not . . . either'



Auxiliaries
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'Some' - 'Any'
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: He doesn't like lamb chops (I) I haven't been to the grocery store. (the flower shop)



I haven't been to the flower shop either. I have not been to the flower shop either.



The vegetables are not fresh. (the fruit)



The fruit is not fresh either. The fruit isn't fresh either. The fruit's not fresh either.



The soup doesn't contain carrots. (leeks)



The soup doesn't contain leeks either. The soup does not contain leeks either.



Auxiliaries



3



I don't like lamb chops either.



'Not . . . either'



The negative form



Answer the question as in the example. Example: He doesn't like lamb chops (I) There are no carts left. (baskets)



There are no baskets left either. There are not any baskets left either. There aren't any baskets left either.



We don't want this brand. (that brand)



We don't want that brand either. We do not want that brand either.



I don't like to cook! (you)



You don't like to cook either. You don't like to cook either! You do not like to cook either. You do not like to cook either!



'There is' - 'There are'



4



I don't like lamb chops either.



'Not . . . either'



Auxiliaries



Demonstratives



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Come to the market.



You should come to the market.



Buy some leeks.



You should buy some leeks.



Eat your carrots.



You should eat your carrots.



Taste this sponge cake.



You should taste this sponge cake.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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Modal auxiliaries



Demonstratives
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5



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Come to the market. Say hello to the butcher.



You should say hello to the butcher.



Go get a shopping cart.



You should go get a shopping cart. You should get a shopping cart.



Leave the cookies there.



You should leave the cookies there.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



6



You should come to the market.



Modal auxiliaries



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Come to the market. Move your cart!



You should move your cart! You should move your cart.



Get some tuna fish.



You should get some tuna fish.



Find the flour.



You should find the flour.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



7



You should come to the market.



Modal auxiliaries



Conjugate as in the example. Example: He (to shop) at the moment.



He's shopping at the moment.



They (to eat) stuffed cabbage for dinner.



They are eating stuffed cabbage for dinner. They're eating stuffed cabbage for dinner.



We (to have) a party today.



We're having a party today. We are having a party today.



He (to go) out for brunch every Sunday.



He goes out for brunch every Sunday.



The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' The present continuous The simple present and the present continuous Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions The simple present
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8



Conjugate as in the example. Example: He (to shop) at the moment.



He's shopping at the moment.



They (to want) fresh vegetables.



They want fresh vegetables.



You (to push) the cart too fast!



You're pushing the cart too fast! You are pushing the cart too fast!



Andy (to come) to this bakery often.



Andy comes to this bakery often.



The simple present The simple present and the present continuous The present continuous Demonstratives



9



Contraction of 'to be'



Conjugate as in the example. Example: He (to shop) at the moment.



He's shopping at the moment.



Guido (to bake) great cakes.



Guido bakes great cakes.



He (to make) one for tonight's dinner.



He's making one for tonight's dinner. He is making one for tonight's dinner.



He (to buy) the ingredients right now.



He's buying the ingredients right now. He is buying the ingredients right now.



The simple present The simple present and the present continuous The present continuous



Contraction of 'to be'



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



What time is it? It's 11:30. The supermarket is going to close at noon. What do you need to get? I need a chicken, a pound of potatoes and a pack of butter. I can go with you and push the cart!



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



Let's go to the butcher's and buy a leg of lamb for Sunday. All right, where is it? Across the street from the small grocery store. How much is a leg of lamb? Not very expensive and I'll cook it in the oven. Great, and you can serve it with carrots and potatoes! 'How much' - 'How many'
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3



1 2 3 4 5 6



His basket is fuller than mine. The butcher's steaks are fresher than the supermarket's. Is your car big enough, or should we take hers? Mike's cake tastes better than Jamie's. Use my refrigerator if yours is full. We'll need my silverware and yours too. Regular comparatives Irregular comparatives



Possessive pronouns The elliptic genitive 'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



Placement of 'enough'



Word Order with speech recognition [12 exercises] 1



vegetables are very healthy and have lots vegetables are very healthy and have lots of vitamins.



2



A grocery store is smaller than a supermarket. A grocery store is smaller than a supermarket.



of



vitamins.



Regular comparatives



3



To "bring home the bread" means to make To "bring home the bread" means to make money



4



sponge cakes are delicious in any flavor. sponge cakes are delicious in any flavor.



5



during Halloween, we give children candy as treats. during Halloween, we give children candy as treats.



6



I had a nice day, but your good news I had a nice day, but your good news was the icing



money.



was the icing on the cake.



on



the cake.



Singular nouns in '-s'



7



royalty don't serve a meal, they royalty don't serve a meal, they serve



serve banquets! banquets!



Negation of the indefinite article



8



The butcher at the corner has the The butcher at the corner has the freshest



freshest meat meat in town.



in



town.



Regular superlatives
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9



a barbecue must have plenty of charcoal. a barbecue must have plenty of charcoal. Modal auxiliaries



10



they say that carrots are good they say that carrots are good for your



11



Mashed potatoes and gravy are part of a Thanksgiving Mashed potatoes and gravy are part of a Thanksgiving meal



12



the cook made the cook made a



for your eyesight.



a delicious pie for delicious pie for dessert.



eyesight.



meal



dessert.



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



This is very unusual... but you decide to cook a meal for twenty friends. You take a big basket, and go shopping for food. Where do you want to go first? To the baker's. To the butcher's. To the supermarket. Are these onions? How long does it have to cook? It's too expensive. That will be all, thank you. Could I have some leeks and some carrots, please? Thank you!



2



2 3 2



Fine. Yes, they are! About an hour and a half. It's a big one. All right. Bye!



You should go to the butcher's first. It's going to close in ten minutes. All right, I will. Does it close at noon? Is the supermarket open at noon? We need to get some milk, some butter... Could I have ten loaves, please? No, we still have some. It's in the next aisle. Oh, we'll just take the bread.
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3 3



Yes, it does. Yes, it is.



Fine. Here it is. Goodbye!
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Welcome to "Roast's Butcher's", Ma'am! Good morning! Could you help me, please? Is it my turn? I said no! Why don't you help me find the rice? Oh! How stupid of me! Are these onions? I'll take a small strawberry tart, too. Look, we're not going to argue about this!



4



4 4 4



Of course! Yes, it is. Don't worry! We all forget things! Yes, they are!



What can I do for you? I have to cook a meal for twenty people. I don't know what to get for a meal with twenty guests. How much roast beef do I need for twenty people? No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket. Yes, we are. Jamie! Don't touch the candy either! Do you have any custard?



Poor you!



5 5 6



Two big ones, at least.



I'm only looking! No, not today. The cook didn't wake up this morning!



Oh good! Now we need half-and-half milk.



5



You can cook three big chickens, make some lamb chops, or veal cutlets... Yes, chops. Do I cook them on charcoal? I always cook chicken. I'll have the chops. Do you have a leg of lamb? Yes, you are! Your cart's in the way! Is the supermarket open at noon? Let's go! No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket.



6



Or in the oven, yes. Here you are. Fine. There you are, Ma'am. Yes, I have a nice one here. I'll wrap it up for you.



7 7 7



Sorry about that! Yes, it is.



That would be perfect. And you can serve it with gravy. Yes, I'll do that. And vegetables. How long does it have to cook?



Here you are. Bye! Yes, with vegetables, it's fine. About an hour and a half. It's a big one.



To the supermarket. Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. It's in the next aisle. I said no! Why don't you help me find the rice? We have to get everything out of the cart now.
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7 7 7



7



You now enter the bakery. Could I have ten loaves, please? Do you have French bread? Good morning! We have to get everything out of the cart now. Mustard and a can of tuna fish. We'll take several. There are the same bags on the bottom shelf. That's a bit big.



8



Oh yes.



9 9 9



Yes, it's here. Oh, yes! That's plenty! There you are! Yes, I am. I won't!



Please, little boy, don't touch these cakes! Jamie! Don't touch the candy either! Oh! He's so greedy! I'll take a small strawberry tart, too. No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket. Here's the shopping list. And vegetables. Your cart's in the way! Do you have any cabbage? That's all I need.



10



Here they are!



Can I help you? I'd like some sliced bread. Do you have any rye bread? Will ten loaves be enough for twenty people? Two pounds, please. Could I have a bag? Jamie? Are you coming? Could I have some leeks and some carrots, please? Yes, but don't bump into anyone. We'll take several.



9



9 9 8



No, I'm sorry.



I'm only looking! So are you, Mom!



10 10



I'll get the flour. Yes, with vegetables, it's fine. Sorry about that! Of course!



Did you say you wanted ten loaves? Yes, that's right. Yes, I hope it won't be too much! No, I'll take twenty bread rolls. Let's see if you can find the sugar, now! Oh good! Now we need half-and-half milk. Do you have a leg of lamb? We need to get some milk, some butter... Oh yes! I hate doing that!
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OK. Here's your bag. Goodbye!



Yes, I have a nice one here. I'll wrap it up for you. I don't!
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11



Anything else? I'm wondering. What's in this cake? These muffins look good, but no thank you. Do you have any custard? All right, I will. Just one pack, then! Two pounds, please. Could I have a bag? Jamie? Are you coming? Because we already have some at home.



12



You'd need two, and I only have one. All right. Fine. Here it is. Goodbye!



13 13 13



Yes, it does.



You have now come out of the bakery. Aren't you going to buy some fresh vegetables? No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket. You're right. And there's a grocery store across the street. Yes, I'll get some. Oh! He's so greedy! You can be, sometimes, yes! I'd like some sliced bread. And vegetables. Be careful, then.



14



There you are! Yes, I am.



It's a sponge cake filled with vanilla cream and topped with chocolate icing. Would that do for twenty people? It's too expensive. That will be all, thank you. Oh, we'll just take the bread. Let's see if you can find the sugar, now! Good morning! I'll get it! Does it close at noon? Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer.



13



12 Goodbye, then! No, not today. The cook didn't wake up this morning!



14 14 So are you, Mom!



Yes, with vegetables, it's fine. I will!



You go into the grocery store. Do you have any cabbage? That's all I need. Could I have some leeks and some carrots, please? Are these onions? We have to get everything out of the cart now. To the baker's. No, not today. And vegetables. Oh yes! I hate doing that!
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Of course! 15 15



Yes, they are!



Yes, with vegetables, it's fine. I don't!
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15



How much do you want? Two pounds, please. Could I have a bag? One pound is enough. And this lettuce, please. Let's see. I need six pounds of potatoes. All right, I will. Be careful, then. Yes, we are. To the supermarket. Oh yes! I hate doing that!



There you are! All right! Be careful... It's a bit heavy! I will!



I don't!



Mystery Phrase [11 exercises] 1



Prepare food for eating. cook



2



Someone who sells meat. butcher



3



The middle of the day. noon



4



The common domestic fowl. chicken



5



A thin flat piece. slice



6



A proof of payment. receipt



7



To question or think about. wonder



8



Meat from a young cow. veal



9



A small pastry. tart



10



To envelop in paper or plastic. wrap



11



Plant with green leaves eaten in a salad. lettuce
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Video and Questions [1 exercises] 'Happy birthday to you! Happy birthday to you...' A child's first birthday is an occasion for the parents to remember the birth that took place twelve months ago. It's only when they're older that children enjoy their birthday parties. Before opening the presents, they blow out the candles. Parents explain that the tradition is to make a wish at the same time. Just keep it secret and it will come true. Isn't it a great day for inviting friends over? First of all, you have to get everything ready: buy paper plates, paper napkins, hats, drinks - and don't forget to make a nice cake. Birthdays are celebrated with family, but also among friends. Just as well: the more guests there are, the more presents there will be! At a children's birthday party, staying seated like grownups is out of the question. It's an opportunity to have fun and play games like Hide and Seek, Simon Says, and Tag. The more the merrier! If there's a large backyard, it's the ideal place for a treasure hunt. Each team has to find clues that lead to Blackbeard's treasure chest. He's the wildest of all pirates. These children are taking the game seriously: they even got dressed up! For children who don't have a backyard or an imaginary ocean with very rich and very nasty pirates, there are still clowns and magicians to liven things up! It's a tough job getting custard pies thrown at you all day long! Isn't that right, Mister Clown? It's easy to find ideas for children's presents. They want toys and video games. An adult's birthday is different. Friends give presents, but the choosing is more difficult. Instead of toys, adults get jewelry, clothes or knickknacks. Fortunately, most stores allow you to exchange presents you don't like! Go ahead, Madam, open it - the present isn't just that nice box with ribbons! And how do adults have fun? They either invite their friends over for dinner, or they meet in a bar to have a drink before going to a restaurant. And since it's your birthday, you're king for the evening! After dinner, you can go to a nightclub and dance until dawn. When you're young, evenings that go on until the wee hours of the morning don't frighten you. As you get older, however, you might find the music a little bit too loud! If you find the day after difficult, imagine how the Queen of England feels: she has two birthdays a year! Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear! Quick! Aspirin!



1



What is the most appropriate title for this video? 'The Joy of Birthdays' 'My First Birthday' 'Treasure Hunts and Presents'



2



What are the first things a child does at his/her birthday party? Blowing out candles and making a wish Receiving toys and kisses Eating cake and wearing birthday hats



3



Which of the following means the same thing as 'out of the question'? Not an option Not possible to explain Out of this world
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4



Which of the following is true? Adults often celebrate their birthdays by going out. Finding a present for an adult is easier than finding one for a kid. Birthdays are not important for adults.



5



A child's first birthday is mainly... for the parents. for the child. for relatives and friends.



6



Where is the most convenient place for a treasure hunt? In the backyard In the house On a pirate ship



7



What is the meaning of 'the more, the merrier'? The more guests, the more fun a party will be. The more cake there is, the merrier everyone will be. The more you drink, the drunker you will be.



8



According to the video, the Queen of England is... burdened by two birthdays. fortunate to have two birthdays. twice as old as other people born the same year.



9



Which of the following reasons are given for inviting friends over? They give presents. They can help prepare for the party. If you invite friends to your party, they will invite you to theirs.



10



'Wee hours of the morning' means around... 2-3am. 8-9am. 9-10am. 4-5pm. 2-3pm



The Supermarket (18 activity (ies) 01:53:46) Keywords [18 word(s)] aisle bag butter
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candy cart checkout counter dairy fish frozen fruit juice milk potato receipt rice shopping list supermarket to taste (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You have finished going around the small stores. You will get the rest from the supermarket. Take a cart! Can you hold this bag while I get a cart, Jamie? Jamie? Are you coming? Let's go!



2



2 2 2



What do we need, Mom? We need to get some milk, some butter... I can't remember! Here's the shopping list.



3



Yes, all right! Yes, I am.



3 3 4



I'll get the flour.



Don't we need any eggs? Yes, you're right! We need a dozen. No, we still have some. Yes, we could get some.



4



4 4 5



Can I push the cart, Mom? Yes, but don't bump into anyone. Be careful, then. Oh yes! I hate doing that!
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I won't! I will! I don't!



5 5 5
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5



Oh, Mom... Please... Can we get a pack of cookies? 7 7 6



Just one pack, then! We'll take several. No, not today.



6



Why not? Because we already have some at home. I said no! Why don't you help me find the rice? Look, we're not going to argue about this!



7



10 7 10



There's some here. Oh good! Now we need half-and-half milk. No, we don't want this brand. That's a bit big.



8



What about this one? Yes, that will do. That's too small! That's what we want. Thank you, Jamie!



9



8 8 8



9 10 9



There's a bigger one!



I'm a good helper, right? 12 12 11



Yes, you are! You can be, sometimes, yes! Let's see if you can find the sugar, now!



10



I can't find the flour! 12 12 11



Here it is! Never mind. We'll get it later. It's in the next aisle.
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11



I'm not tall enough! I can't reach it! I'll get it! There are the same bags on the bottom shelf. I can't get it either!



12



What else do we need? Some cheese. Mustard and a can of tuna fish. That's all, I think.



13



12 12 12



Oh yes. Too bad, then!



We have some! Here they are!



13 13 13



Are we going to the checkout counter now? Yes, we are. Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. We have to get everything out of the cart now.



14



Would you please move forward? Oh yes, sorry. I can't! Your cart's in the way!



15



14 14 14



15 15 15



Sorry about that!



Ma'am! Your receipt! Oh! How stupid of me! I don't need it! Thank you!



Don't worry! We all forget things! Bye!



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] aisle bag butter candy cart checkout counter dairy fish frozen fruit juice milk
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potato receipt rice shopping list supermarket to taste



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Can you hold this bag while I get a cart, Jamie? Jamie? Are you coming? Let's go! We need to get some milk, some butter... I can't remember! Here's the shopping list. Yes, you're right! We need a dozen. No, we still have some. Yes, we could get some. Yes, but don't bump into anyone. Be careful, then. Oh yes! I hate doing that! Just one pack, then! We'll take several. No, not today. Because we already have some at home. I said no! Why don't you help me find the rice? Look, we're not going to argue about this! Oh good! Now we need half-and-half milk. No, we don't want this brand. That's a bit big. Yes, that will do. That's too small! That's what we want. Thank you, Jamie! Yes, you are! You can be, sometimes, yes! Let's see if you can find the sugar, now! Here it is! Never mind. We'll get it later. It's in the next aisle. I'll get it! There are the same bags on the bottom shelf. I can't get it either! Some cheese. Mustard and a can of tuna fish. That's all, I think. Yes, we are. Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. We have to get everything out of the cart now. Oh yes, sorry. I can't! Your cart's in the way! Oh! How stupid of me! I don't need it! Thank you!
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1 flour sugar butter oil vanilla pepper



2 a cookie a pastry a chocolate chip a cake a tart a raisin



3 rice wheat flour salt pepper beans



4 cheese a sandwich a cake ice cream cream jelly
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5 a can a jar a cup a glass a bottle a mug



6 a beer a lemonade a tea a whiskey a coffee a wine



7 a fruit juice a coffee a tea a beer a lemonade a whiskey



8 a cart a bag a purse a wallet a can a container



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You have finished going around the small stores. You will get the rest from the supermarket. Take a cart! Can you hold this bag while I get a cart, Jamie? Jamie? Are you coming? Let's go!
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Yes, all right! Yes, I am.



2 2 2
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2



What do we need, Mom? We need to get some milk, some butter... I can't remember! Here's the shopping list.



3



3 3 4



I'll get the flour.



Don't we need any eggs? Yes, you're right! We need a dozen. No, we still have some. Yes, we could get some.



4



Can I push the cart, Mom? Yes, but don't bump into anyone. Be careful, then. Oh yes! I hate doing that!



5



4 4 5



I won't! I will! I don't!



5 5 5



Oh, Mom... Please... Can we get a pack of cookies? Just one pack, then! We'll take several. No, not today.



6



7 7 6



Why not? 10 7 10



Because we already have some at home. I said no! Why don't you help me find the rice? Look, we're not going to argue about this!



7



There's some here. 8 8 8



Oh good! Now we need half-and-half milk. No, we don't want this brand. That's a bit big.
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8



What about this one? Yes, that will do. That's too small! That's what we want. Thank you, Jamie!



9



9 10 9



There's a bigger one!



I'm a good helper, right? Yes, you are! You can be, sometimes, yes! Let's see if you can find the sugar, now!



10



12 12 11



I can't find the flour! Here it is! Never mind. We'll get it later. It's in the next aisle.



11



I'm not tall enough! I can't reach it! I'll get it! There are the same bags on the bottom shelf. I can't get it either!



12



12 12 12



Oh yes. Too bad, then!



What else do we need? Some cheese. Mustard and a can of tuna fish. That's all, I think.



13



12 12 11



We have some! Here they are!



13 13 13



Are we going to the checkout counter now? 14 14 14



Yes, we are. Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. We have to get everything out of the cart now.
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14



Would you please move forward? Oh yes, sorry. I can't! Your cart's in the way!



15



15 15 15



Sorry about that!



Ma'am! Your receipt! Oh! How stupid of me! I don't need it! Thank you!



Don't worry! We all forget things! Bye!



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



White rice and black beans is a typical Cuban meal. Rice cakes Pork and beans Hamburgers Filet mignon Sushi rolls



2



Colonel Mustard is a character in the game Clue. Ketchup Relish Antibiotic Mayonnaise Hot dog



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. have to wrap cook have bump argue help



must envelop prepare possess knock discuss assist



Phonetics Exercise [3 phoneme(s)]



r



turn roast rolls mustard remember beer several



I



this milk muffins still fish it



O



thank think everything
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Not . . . either'



2



Use of the pronoun 'one'
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: very hungry



too hungry



very big



too big



very tasty



too tasty



very hot



too hot



very long



too long



very greedy



too greedy



very much



too much



'Too' - 'Too much'



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: very hungry



too hungry



very ripe



too ripe



very many veal chops



too many veal chops



very late



too late



very sweet



too sweet



very much butter



too much butter



very stupid



too stupid



'Too' - 'Too much'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



You have finished going around the small stores. You will get the rest from the supermarket. Take a cart! Can you hold this bag while I get a cart, Jamie? What do we need, Mom? We need to get some milk, some butter... Can I push the cart, Mom? Yes, but don't bump into everyone. Construction of the present perfect
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2



We don't want this brand . It's in the next aisle . Are you going to the checkout now? There are the same bags on the bottom shelf . We have to get everything out of the cart now!



3



Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. Can we get a pack of cookies? We need a dozen eggs. I need six pounds of potatoes. Mustard and a can of tuna fish.



4



I enjoy cooking for all my friends! Some of them don't like to help with the shopping. We can't stand waiting in line at the butcher shop. I prefer to make chicken tonight. We had steaks yesterday. Verbs: reactions and preferences



Verbs without a continuous form



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you have any chops?



Yes, we have some chops.



Do you have any roast beef?



Yes, we have some roast beef. Yes, I have some roast beef.



Do you have any veal cutlets?



Yes, we have some veal cutlets. Yes, I have some veal cutlets.



Do you have any chicken?



Yes, we have some chicken. Yes, I have some chicken.



The verb 'to have'
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'Some' - 'Any'
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you have any chops? Do you have any vegetables?



Yes, we have some vegetables. Yes, I have some vegetables.



Do they have any pot roasts?



Yes, they have some pot roasts.



Does she have any Italian bread?



Yes, she has some Italian bread.



The verb 'to have'



3



Yes, we have some chops.



'Some' - 'Any'



Nationalities: capital letters



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have some French bread. (Italian bread) I have some rye bread. (pumpernickel)



Do you have any pumpernickel? Do you have any pumpernickel bread?



They have some cake. (cookies)



Do they have any cookies?



We have some chocolate ice cream. (strawberry sherbet)



Do you have any strawberry sherbet?



The verb 'to have'



4



Do you have any Italian bread?



Direct and indirect questions



Auxiliaries



'Some' - 'Any'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have some French bread. (Italian bread)



Do you have any Italian bread?



Archie has some cabbage. (leeks)



Does he have any leeks? Does Archie have any leeks?



Edith has some carrots. (onions)



Does she have any onions? Does Edith have any onions?



Gloria has some milk. (butter)



Does she have any butter? Does Gloria have any butter?



The verb 'to have'
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Direct and indirect questions



'Some' - 'Any'
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Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



Where's the shopping list? Here it is. Do we need any milk? Yes, a big carton. What about some sugar? Yes, I want to make a cake when we get home. Don't forget the flour! Relative pronouns and adverbs



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



They arrive at the supermarket at noon. They take a cart and go into the store. First they get some eggs and butter. Then they find two loaves of bread. They want a sponge cake but there aren't any left. They decide to get some strawberry tarts. 'Some' - 'Any'



Negation of the indefinite article



Word Order with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



shopping carts have space for a child to shopping carts have space for a child to sit up front.



sit



up



front.



Infinitive clauses



2



Flour, eggs and milk are in a recipe for Flour, eggs and milk are in a recipe for cookies.



3



you are like sugar and you are like sugar and spice



spice and everything and everything nice!



cookies.



nice!



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You have finished going around the small stores. You will get the rest from the supermarket. Take a cart! Can you hold this bag while I get a cart, Jamie? Jamie? Are you coming? Let's go! Do you have a leg of lamb? Good morning! Yes, we are. Some cheese. Yes, you are!
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Yes, all right! Yes, I am.



2 2 2



Yes, I have a nice one here. I'll wrap it up for you.



We have some!
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What do we need, Mom? We need to get some milk, some butter... I can't remember! Here's the shopping list. To the butcher's. Do you have French bread? Yes, I'll get some. Because we already have some at home. You're right. And there's a grocery store across the street.



3



I'll get the flour. Fine. No, I'm sorry.



Don't we need any eggs? Yes, you're right! We need a dozen. No, we still have some. Yes, we could get some. How long does it have to cook? To the baker's. Some cheese. Oh good! Now we need half-and-half milk. I can't get it either!



4



3



4 4 5 About an hour and a half. It's a big one. We have some! Too bad, then!



Can I push the cart, Mom? Yes, but don't bump into anyone. Be careful, then. Oh yes! I hate doing that! Yes, we are. No, I'll take twenty bread rolls. Do you have any custard? Can you hold this bag while I get a cart, Jamie? Would that do for twenty people?
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I won't! I will! I don't!



5 5 5



OK. Here's your bag. Goodbye! No, not today. The cook didn't wake up this morning! Yes, all right! You'd need two, and I only have one.
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Oh, Mom... Please... Can we get a pack of cookies? Just one pack, then! No, not today. We'll take several. You're right. And there's a grocery store across the street. I always cook chicken. I'll have the chops. Let's see if you can find the sugar, now! To the baker's. We need to get some milk, some butter...



6



10 7 10



Yes, it is. No, I'm sorry. There you are!



There's some here. Oh good! Now we need half-and-half milk. No, we don't want this brand. That's a bit big. Some cheese. Oh yes! I hate doing that! Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. We have to get everything out of the cart now. Mustard and a can of tuna fish.



8



Fine. There you are, Ma'am.



Why not? Because we already have some at home. I said no! Why don't you help me find the rice? Look, we're not going to argue about this! Yes, I'll get some. Let's see if you can find the sugar, now! Is it my turn? Do you have French bread? Two pounds, please. Could I have a bag?



7



7 6



8 8 We have some! I don't!



Here they are!



What about this one? Yes, that will do. That's too small! That's what we want. Thank you, Jamie! Yes, chops. Do I cook them on charcoal? How much roast beef do I need for twenty people? I'd like some sliced bread. These muffins look good, but no thank you. No, I'll take twenty bread rolls.
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9 10 9



There's a bigger one! Or in the oven, yes. Here you are. Two big ones, at least. Goodbye, then! OK. Here's your bag. Goodbye!
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I'm a good helper, right? Yes, you are! You can be, sometimes, yes! Let's see if you can find the sugar, now! Let's go! No, I'll get frozen vegetables at the supermarket. Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. Oh, we'll just take the bread. To the supermarket.



10



12 12 11 You'd need two, and I only have one. Yes, they are!



I'm not tall enough! I can't reach it! I'll get it! There are the same bags on the bottom shelf. I can't get it either! One pound is enough. And this lettuce, please. No, we still have some. Look, we're not going to argue about this! I'll take a small strawberry tart, too. Yes, I hope it won't be too much!



12



Fine. Here it is. Goodbye!



I can't find the flour! Here it is! Never mind. We'll get it later. It's in the next aisle. Would that do for twenty people? I can't remember! Are these onions? Could I have ten loaves, please? Yes, we are.



11



12 12 11



12 12 12



Oh yes. Too bad, then! All right!



What else do we need? Some cheese. Mustard and a can of tuna fish. That's all, I think. And vegetables. Oh! How stupid of me! Yes, I'll get some. Look, we're not going to argue about this! No, I'll take twenty bread rolls.
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We have some! Here they are!



13



Yes, with vegetables, it's fine. Don't worry! We all forget things!



OK. Here's your bag. Goodbye!
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Are we going to the checkout counter now? Yes, we are. Let me get six cartons of fruit juice and some beer. We have to get everything out of the cart now. I have to cook a meal for twenty people. Because we already have some at home. Is the supermarket open at noon? I'll take a small strawberry tart, too. Do you have a leg of lamb?



14



Poor you! Yes, it is. Yes, I have a nice one here. I'll wrap it up for you.



Would you please move forward? Oh yes, sorry. I can't! Your cart's in the way! There are the same bags on the bottom shelf. You're right. And there's a grocery store across the street. Do you have French bread? I can't remember! That's too small!



15



14 14



15 15 15



Sorry about that! Oh yes. No, I'm sorry. There's a bigger one!



Ma'am! Your receipt! Oh! How stupid of me! I don't need it! Thank you! Mustard and a can of tuna fish. I always cook chicken. I'll have the chops. Jamie! Don't touch the candy either! Just one pack, then! There are the same bags on the bottom shelf.



Don't worry! We all forget things! Bye! Here they are! Fine. There you are, Ma'am. I'm only looking! Oh yes.



Mystery Phrase [9 exercises] 1



The flesh of a young sheep used for food. lamb



2



A chamber used for baking, heating or drying. oven



3



A small food market. grocery
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4



To arrive at or get to. reach



5



Passageway separating displays in a supermarket. aisle



6



Cardboard container. carton



7



Horizontal piece of wood or metal to display items on. shelf



8



Ground wheat used to make bread or cakes. flour



9



Small pushable vehicle used in a store while shopping. cart
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